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In this paper, we shall discuss the stability of smooth monotone travelling wave
solutions for viscoelastic materials with memory. It is known that a smooth
monotone travelling wave solution exists for (1.1) if the end states are close and
satisfy the RankineHugoniot condition. For such a travelling wave, we shall show
that if the initial data are close to a travelling wave solution, the solutions to (1.1)
will approach the travelling wave solution in sup norm as the time goes to infinity.
For the constitutive relations, we shall discuss two cases: convex and nonconvex.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we shall dicuss the nonlinear stability of smooth travelling
wave solutions for a system
vt=ux
(1.1)
ut=_(v)x+|
t
&
a$(t&{) ’(v)x d{
arising in viscoelastic materials with fading memory. In (1.1), u and v are
velocity and strain, respectively. In this paper, for _ and ’ we require that
_ # C 3(R), _$>0,
(1.2)
’ # C 4(R), ’$>0.
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We also require that
/(v)#_(v)&a(0) ’(v) (1.3)
satisfies
/$>0. (1.4)
The condition /$>0 means in particular that the equilibrium stress
modulus is positive. As far as the sign of /" is concerned, we shall discuss
two cases. Theorem 4.1 will treat the case where /">0 and Theorem 4.2
will concern the case where /" changes sign. In particular, we discuss the
case where
/"(v)>0, v>0 and /"(v)<0, v<0. (1.5)
Theorems 4.1, 4.2 correspond to the cases where the constitutive relations
are convex and nonconvex, respectively. We shall prove Theorem 4.2 only,
since the proof of Theorem 4.2 is more involved and easily modified to the
proof of Theorem 4.1.
For a(t) we assume
a, a$, a" # L1(0, ),
a(t)>0, a$(t)<0, t # [0, ), (1.6)
a(t) is strongly positive definite (SPD) on (0, ).
We discuss the properties of the kernel a(t) including the definition of SPD
in Section 2.
The travelling wave solutions are the solution of the form
(u, v)(x, t)=(U, V )(!), !=x&ct,
(1.7)
(U,V )(!)  (u\ , v\) as !  \,
where c is the speed of the travelling wave and (u\ , v\) are constant
states. The functions (U, V ) are determined by
&cV!=U! ,
(1.8)
&cU!=_(V )!+|
t
&
a$(t&{) ’(V(!+c(t&{)))! d{.
Integrating (1.8), we see (u\ , v\) satisfy the RankineHugoniot condition
&c(v+&v&)=u+&u&,
(1.9)
&c(u+&u&)=/+&/&,
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where /\=/(v\). Note that the end states depend on / and from (1.9) we
see c is given by
c=\/+&/-v+&v- . (1.10)
The existence and properties of travelling wave solutions are discussed in
Section 3.
Our goal is to show that the solution of (1.1) and (1.11) approachs the
travelling wave solution (U, V ). We discuss the case when (u, v)(x, t)=
(U, V )(x&ct) for t<0 and a small perturbation (uo , vo) from the travelling
wave solution is applied at t=0. More precisely, we consider the initial
history problem of (1.1) in a neighborhood of (U, V ) with the initial
history data
(u, v)(x, t)=(U, V )(x&ct), t<0,
(1.11)
(u, v)(x, 0)=(uo , vo)(x), x # R,
where (uo , vo)(x) satisfies
(uo&Uo , vo&Vo) # H 2(R). (1.12)
Here, H k(R) (k0) denotes the Sobolev space with norm & }&k and
(Uo , Vo)=(U, V )(x). Define the functions ,o(x) and o(x) by
,o(x)=|
x
&
(uo&Uo)( y) dy, o(x)=|
x
&
(vo&Vo)( y) dy (1.13)
and we assume that
(,o , o) # L2(R). (1.14)
We should note that (1.12) and (1.14) imply
|

&
(uo&Uo)(x) dx=0, |

&
(vo&Vo)(x) dx=0. (1.15)
As a measure of the strength of the travelling wave solution and the initial
data, we set
$=|v+&v&|
and
Eo=&(,o , o)&3 .
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We shall prove in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 that
sup
x # R
|(u, v)(x, t)&(U, V)(x&ct)|  0 as t   (1.16)
with smallness assumptions on $ and Eo . The precise conditions under
which we prove (1.16) will be discussed in Section 4.
We should note that we do not introduce the travelling wave coordinates
as customarily done for this type of problem. The main reason is that it will
make the dissipation inequality (2.8) harder to apply. In Section 2, we dis-
cuss the properties of the kernel a(t). We discuss the properties of travelling
wave solutions in Section 3. In Section 4, we state Theorems 4.1 and 4.2,
reformulate the problem, and then we state Proposition 4.1, which will
imply Theorem 4.2. We also discuss the existence of a local solution in
Lemma 4.1. The proof of Proposition 4.1 will be carried out in Section 5.
The proof is based on the energy method.
System (1.1) describes a one-dimensional motion of an unbounded,
homogeneous, viscoelastic bar. The integral term represents the memory
effect and induces subtle dissipation. The global existence of a classical
solution for small initial data was obtained by various authors. In the case
when _#’ MacCamy [17] discussed the initial-boundary value problem
and Dafermos and Nohel [2] discussed both the initial and the initial-
boundary value problems. In the case when _’ Dafermos and Nohel [3]
discussed the initial boundary value problem and Hrusa and Nohel [8]
discussed the initial value problem. In the initial value problem, they prove:
Under suitable assumptions on the material functions, the kernel, and the
forcing term and for sufficiently small data belonging to H 2, the Cauchy
problem (1.1), (1.11) has a unique solution (u, v) for 0t<; moreover,
u, v, ux , ut , vx , vt  0 as t   uniformly in x. As they assume that the
initial data are in H 2, the initial data (uo , vo) approach zero as x  \.
The above results are the case when the kernel a$(t) is not singular.
Recently Kawashima [9] discussed the existence of global solutions for
(1.1) when a$(t) has integrable singularities. The stability of rarefaction
waves for (1.1) was discused in Hattori [7].
Concerning the travelling wave solutions of (1.1), Greenberg [5] and
Greenberg and Hasting [6] disucussed the existence of travelling wave
solutions in the case when both _ and / are concave. Liu [15] discussed
the existence of travelling wave solutions to (1.1) without assuming the
convexity of _ and /. It is interesting to observe that the travelling wave
solutions may become discontinuous.
The stability of travelling waves has been studied for viscous hyperbolic
conservation laws [4, 11, 12, 13, 18, 19] and hyperbolic conservation laws
with relaxation [1, 11, 14] by the energy method. Therefore, it is of interest
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to extend the result to the case where the dissipation is given by the fading
memory. We shall discuss both the convex and nonconvex constitutive
relations.
Notations. We summarize the notations we use in this paper.
Ck[0, ) the space of k-times (k0) continuously differentiable
functions on [0, ).
L p(a, b) (resp. L ploc(a, b)) the Lebesgue space over (a, b) with norm
| } |p (1p) (resp. the corresponding local space). For L2(a, b) we use
& }&.
Hl(R) the L2-sense Sobolev space over R of order l with norm
& }&l (l0). Note that & }&=& }&0 .
Ck(I ; Hl(R)) the space of k-times continuously differentiable func-
tions on I (an interval in [0,)) with values in Hl(R). For
C([0, t], L2(R)) we define _ f (t)_#sup0st & f (s)&.
L p(I ; Hl(R))) (resp. L ploc(I; H
l(R))) the space of L p-functions (resp.
L ploc-functions) on I with values in H
l(R).
2. Properties of the Kernel a(t)
In this section, we summarize the properties of the kernel a(t) which will
be used in this paper. Set
Qa[ y](t)=|
t
0
|

&
y(x,s) _|
s
0
a(s&{) y(x, {) d{& dx ds, (2.1)
where a(t) is a function of t0 and y(x, t) is a function of (x, t) #
R_[0, ).
Definition 2.1. Let a # L1loc[0, ). Then a(t) is called a positive
definite kernel (PDK) if
Qa[ y](t)0, t0, (2.2)
for every y # Co([0, ); L2(R)). Also, a(t) is called a strongly positive
definite kernel (SPDK) if there exists a constant #>0 such that a(t)&#e&t
becomes a positive definite kernel, namely,
Qa[ y](t)#Qe[ y](t), t0, (2.3)
for every y # Co[0, ); L2(R)), where e(t)=e&t.
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Remark 2.1. An example of the kernel satisfying (1.6) is
a(t)= :
n
k=1
e&+k t, (2.4)
where +k are positive constants.
We state three lemmas for the kernel a. Since some of the lemmas hold
without the assumption of SPD, we state the precise conditions on a under
which we have each lemma.
Lemma 2.1 [20]. Let a # Co[0, ) be a PDK. Then a(0)0 and
"|
t
0
a(t&{) y({) d{"
2
2a(0) Qa[ y](t), t0, (2.5)
for any y # L1loc([0, ); L
2(R)).
Lemma 2.2 [21, 22]. Let a, a$ # L1(0, ). Then
|
t
0 "|
s
0
a(s&{) y({) d{"
2
dsKQe[ y](t), t0, (2.6)
for any y # L1loc([0, ); L
2(R)), where e(t)=e&t and K=|a| 21+4 |a$|
2
1 .
Furthermore if a(t) is a SPDK, then
|
t
0 "|
s
0
a(s&{) y({) d{"
2
dsK#&1Qa[ y](t), t0, (2.7)
for any y # L1loc([0, ); L
2(R)).
In the next lemma we state the mechanism which induces the dissipative
effect of the memory term.
Lemma 2.3 [8, 9]. Let a # L1(0, ) be a SPDK. Then
|
t
0
&y(s)&2 ds
&y(0)&2+2#&1(Qa[ y](t)+Qa[ yt](t)), t0, (2.8)
for any y # L2loc([0, ); L
2(R)) with yt # L1loc([0, ); L
2(R)).
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Proof. We use the following identities:
Qe[ y](t)= 12 "|
t
0
e&(t&s)y(s) ds"
2
+|
t
0 "|
s
0
e&(s&{)y({) d{"
2
ds, t0,
(2.9)
y(x, t)=e&ty(x, 0)+|
t
0
e&(t&s)y(x, s) ds+|
t
0
e&(t&s)yt(x, s) ds. (2.10)
Multiply (2.10) by y(x, t) and estimate the first and the third terms on the
RHS using the inequalty |:;|:24+;2. From this we obtain
y(x, t)22e&2ty(x, 0)2+2y(x, t) |
t
0
e&(t&s)y(x, s) ds
+2 } |
t
0
e&(t&s)yt(x, s) ds }
2
. (2.11)
Integrate this over x and t and apply (2.9) together with (2.3) to the third
term. K
3. Properties of Travelling Wave Solutions
In this section, we discuss the properties of travelling wave solutions rele-
vant to this paper. As far as the sign of the speed of travelling wave is con-
cerned, we assume c>0. For the sign of /" we have the following cases:
(i) /"(v)>0 for all v.
(ii) /"(v)<0 for all v.
(iii) /"(v)>0, v>0 and /"(v)<0, v<0.
(iv) /"(v)<0, v>0 and /"(v)>0, v<0.
Lemma 3.1. If the following conditions
1. The end states (u\ , v\) satisfy the RankineHugoniot condition
(1.9),
2. The following entropy condition is satisfied ; if c>0, c2<
/(v)&/(v&)(v&v&) for v between v& and v+ (the inequalities are reversed
if c<0),
3. c2<_$(v) for all v between and at v& and v+,
are satisfied, then a smooth travelling wave solution (U, V )(x&ct) con-
necting (u&, v&) and (u+, v+) exists is strictly monotone.
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The proof for /$(v+){c2 is given in Greenberg and Hasting [6] and Liu
[15]. A degenerate case where /$(v+)=c2 is discussed in [10]. Note that
we shall not discuss the stability in the case where /$(v+)=c2 (see
Theorem 4.2). Note that if the condition 3 fails, we have a discontinous
travelling wave solution.
Remark 3.1. The uniqueness of travelling wave solutions is also dis-
cussed in the above papers.
Remark 3.2. From the entropy condition, we have the following rela-
tions in (i)-(iv). Note that we assume c>0. We have the corresponding
cases for c<0.
(i) v+<v& and V!<0.
(ii) v&<v+ and V!>0.
(iii)-(1) v+<0<v& and V!<0.
(iii)-(2) v&<0<v+ and V!>0.
(iv)-(1) v&<0<v+ and V!>0.
(iv)-(2) v+<0<v& and V!<0.
Concerning the stability of the travelling wave solutions, as cases (i) and
(ii) are treated in a similar manner, we discuss case (i) in Theorem 4.1. We
consider case (iii)-(1) in Theorem 4.2. Case (iii)-(2) is treated similarly
while case (iv) remains an open problem (see [18]).
Lemma 3.2. There exists a positive number $a such that for 0<$<$a
there is a constant C independent of the end states such that for ! # R,
|V! |, |V!! |, |V!!! |C$. (3.1)
Proof. Substituting the travelling wave solution (u, v)(x, t)=(U, V )(!)
in (1.1), we obtain
&cV!=U! ,
(3.2)
&cU!=_$(V) V!+|
t
&
a$(t&{) ’(V(!+c(t&{)))! d{.
Combine the above equations and integrate the memory term using
’(V(!+c(t&{)))!=&
1
c
[’(V(!+c(t&{)))&’(V(!))]{ . (3.3)
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This implies
(_$(V )&c2) V!=
1
c |
t
&
a"(t&{)[’(V(!+c(t&{))&’(V(!))] d{. (3.4)
Since ’ and V are monotone, we have
(_$(V)&c2) |V! |
1
c { |
t
&
|a"(t&{)| d{= |’(V())&’(V(&))|. (3.5)
For a travelling wave satisfying c2<_$, we see
|V! |C |v+&v&|=C$. (3.6)
Differentiating (3.4) with respect to !, we can easily show the rest of the
lemma. K
4. Main Results
In this section, we state the main theorems concerning the stability of
travelling wave solutions and then the lemma describing the existence of
local solutions and the proposition concerning the a priori estimate. The
proof of the proposition is given in the next section.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that _ and ’ satisfy (1.2) and (1.4), and that a(t)
satisfies (1.6). Assume that /">0 and that (u\, v\) satisfies v+<v& and
the conditions in Lemma 3.1. Then, there exist positive constants $o and =o
such that if $$o and Eo=o , then the initial value problem (1.1), (1.11)
with the additional conditions (1.12) through (1.14) has a unique global
solution in time satisfying
(u&U, v&V ) # C([0, ); H 2(R)) & C 1([0, ); H 1(R))
Furthermore, the solution to (1.1), (1.11) will approach the travelling wave
solution as t goes to infinity in the maximum norm, namely
sup
x # R
|(u, v)(x, t)&(U, V)(x&ct)|  0 as t  . (4.1)
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that _ and ’ satisfy (1.2) and (1.4), and that a(t)
satisfies (1.6). Assume that /" satisfies the condition (1.5) and that (u\, v\)
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satisfies v+<0<v&, /$(v+)<c2, and the conditions in Lemma 3.1. Then,
there exist positive constants $1 , $2 , and =1 such that if $$1 ,
$ { supv # [0, v&] |/"(v)|+ supv # [v+, 0]
|/"(v)|
(c2&/$(v))2=$2 , (4.2)
and Eo=1 , then the same conclusion as Theorem 4.1 holds for the initial
value problem (1.1), (1.11) with the additional conditions (1.12) through
(1.14).
Remark 4.1. In the case where /"(v)>0 for v # R, we need the small-
ness of the strengths of the travelling wave solution and the initial data. On
the other hand, in the case where /"(v) changes sign at v=0, we need the
conditions not only on the smallness of the strengths of the travelling wave
solution and the initial data but also on |v+| relative to v& assuring that
|v+| is small compared with v&. This condition is given in (4.2). To
measure this we define by
H#{ supv # [0, v&] |/"(v)|+ supv # [v+, 0]
|/"(v)|
(c2&/$(v))2=
the quantity appearing on the LHS of (4.2). Note that if /$$$(0){0 for
example, the second term in H is of the form
sup
v # [v+, 0]
|/"(v)|
(c2&/$(v))2
=O(1)
|v+|
($($+3v+))2
,
so that the smallness of H implies the smallness of |v+ | compared with $
and hence with v&.
To prove the theorems, we first reformulate the problem by introducing
the integral variables
,(x, t)=|
x
&
(u&U )( y, t) dy, (x, t)=|
x
&
(v&V )( y, t) dy. (4.3)
Using the integrated variables, we see
(u, v)(x, t)=(,x+U, x+V )(x, t),
Substituting the above (u, v) in (1.1), subtracting (1.8) from it, and
integrating with respect to x, we obtain
t=,x
(4.4)
,t=(_(x+V )&_(V ))+|
t
0
a$(t&{)(’(x+V )&’(V )) d{.
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with the initial data
(,, )(x, 0)=(,o , o)(x), (4.5)
where (,o , o)(x) are defined in (1.13). To use (2.8), we rewite (4.4) by
integrating the memory term in (4.4) and obtain
t=,x ,
(4.6),t=[/(x+V )&/(V )]+a(t)[’(ox+Vo)&’(Vo)]
+|
t
0
a(t&{)(’(x+V )&’(V )){ d{,
To discuss the above problem, it is covenient to define
E(t)= sup
0st
[&(,, )&23+&(,t , t)&
2
2],
F(t)=|
t
0
[&(,x , x)&22+&(,t , t)&22](s) ds.
Regarding the initial data (,o , o) in (4.5), as in (1.12) and (1.14) we
require that
(,o , o) # H 3(R). (4.7)
To measure the size of the initial perturbation, we denote
Eo=&(,o , o)&23 . (4.8)
Then, we have the following
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that _ and ’ satisfy (1.2) and (1.4), that a(t)
satisfies (1.6), and that (,o , o) satisfy (4.7). Then, there exist positive con-
stants $1 , $2 , and =1 such that if $$1 , $H$2 , and Eo=1 , the initial
value problem (4.4), (4.5) has a unique global solution (,, ) satisfying
(,, ) # C([0, ); H 3(R)) & C 1([0, ); H 2(R)), (4.9)
(,x , x), (,t , t) # L2([0, ); H 2(R)), (4.10)
,t , t , ,x , x  0 in H 1(R) as t  . (4.11)
Furthermore, the solution satisfies
E(t)+F(t)C
*
Eo , t # [0, ), (4.12)
where C
*
is a positive constant.
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Remark 4.2. Note that
sup
x # R
| f | 22 & f & & fx&.
Using this inequality for ,x and x , we see (4.11) and (4.12) imply (4.1)
in Theorem 4.2.
Remark 4.3. The condition (4.7) seems necessary, unlike in the case of
the ‘‘usual’’ viscosity where
(,o , o) # H 2(R)
is enough. We need to differentiate (4.4) at least twice, then we get terms
such as t0 

& ,xx
2
xx(x, s) dx ds in the energy estimates in Section 5,
which forces us to differentiate (4.4) once more.
In order to prove Proposition 4.1 we need the local solution in time. This
is provided by the following
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that the assumptions (1.2), (1.4), (1.6), and (4.7)
are satisfied. Then, there is a unique solution (,, ) of (4.4), (4.5) defined on
a maximal interval [0, To), To, such that for T # [0, To)
(,, ) # C([0, T ); H 3(R)) & C 1([0, T ); H 2(R)). (4.13)
Furthermore, if To<, then
E(t)   as t  To . (4.14)
Proof. We differentiate (4.4) with respect to x and obtain
xt=,xx
(4.15),xt=_$(x+V )(xx+Vx)&_$(V ) Vx
+|
t
0
a$(t&{)(’$(x+V )(xx+Vx)&’$(V ) Vx) d{.
This motivates the following iteration
q t=p x
(4.16)p t=_$(q+V)(q x+Vx)&_$(V) Vx
+|
t
0
a$(t&{)(’$(q+V )(qx+Vx)&’$(V ) Vx) d{
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with the initial data
( p , q )(x, 0)=(,o , o)x (x). (4.17)
We know from a standard theory of linear hyperbolic system (see
Dafermos and Nohel [3]) that for a given ( p, q) # C([0, T ); H 2(R)) &
C 1([0, T ); H 1(R)) there exists a unique solution ( p , q ) # C([0, T );
H 2(R)) & C 1([0, T ); H 1(R)) and for a sufficiently small t, this is a contrac-
tion map in a weaker topology. Therefore, there exists a fixed point ( p, q)
for the iteration (4.16) satisfying
qt=px
(4.18)
pt={(_(q+V )&_(V))+|
t
0
a$(t&{)(’(q+V )&’(V )) d{=x .
Now set
,=,o+|
t
0 {(_(q+V )&_(V ))+|
s
0
a$(s&{)(’(q+V )&’(V )) d{= ds
(4.19)
=o+|
t
o
p ds.
Then, we see that the above (,, ) satisfies (4.4) (4.5) and the regularity
(4.13). It is easy to check the uniqueness of the above solution (,, ). K
5. Proof of Proposition 4.1
The proof is based on the energy method and consists of six steps. From
the first to the fifth step we shall create the terms in E(t) and F(t) and
obtain the a priori estimate for the local solution constructed in Lemma 4.1.
Then, in the sixth step, using the a priori estimate, we shall show the
existence of a global solution by a continuation argument such as in [9].
In what follows, C will denote generic positive constants which may differ
line by line and O( f ) means the same order as f as f tends to zero.
First Step. In this step we shall obtain the following estimate: There
exists a $2>0 such that if $H$2 , then
_(,, )(t)_2+|
t
0
|

&
|/$(V )! | 2(x, s) dx ds+Qa[t](t)
C &(,o , o)&2+O(E(t)12+$) F(t). (5.1)
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Rewriting (4.4), we have
t=,x
(5.2)
,t=_$(V ) x+|
t
0
a$(t&{) ’$(V ) x d{+R(x, t),
where
R(x, t)=_(x+V )&_(V)&_$(V ) x
+|
t
0
a$(t&{)(’(x+V)&’(V )&’$(V ) x) d{.
Denote by ’$
*
the value of ’$(v) at v=0 (instead of v=0, we could use any
value of v between v+ and v&). Then, further rewriting leads to
t=,x
(5.3),t=/$(V ) x+|
t
0
a(t&{) ’$
*
x{ d{+a(t) ’$*ox
+_ |
t
0
a(t&{)(’$(V )&’$
*
) x({) d{&t+R(x, t),
We multiply (5.3) by w(V ) , and integrate over x and t, where w is a
weight function satisfying
w(v)>0, w # C 1[v+, v&]. (5.4)
This is to make the energy method possible for a nonconvex constitutive
relation and was first introduced in Kawashima and Matsumura [18]. It
turns out that the same weight function as in [18]
w(v)={
/$(0)
/$(v)
,
\c
2&/$(0)
c2&/$(v)+
2
v # [0, v&],
v # [v+, 0]
(5.5)
is a good choice as explained later. It is crucial that
c2&/$(v)>0, uniformly on v # [v+, 0] (5.6)
and this was also shown in [18]. In the convex case, we can take w(v)=
/$(v)&1.
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After various integrations by parts, we obtain
1
2 |

&
[w,2+b2](x, t) dx
+|
t
0
|

&
[ 12cw$,
2+b$,+ 12 cb$
2] V!(x, s) dx ds
+w
*
’$
* |
t
0
|

&
t _ |
s
0
a(s&{) { d{& (x, s) dx ds
=|

&
1
2 |

&
[w,2+b2](x, 0) dx
+’$
* |

&
a(0) w(Vo) 2o dx&’$* |

&
a(t) wo(x, t) dx
+’$
* |
t
0
|

&
o[(a(s) w$Vt+a$(s) w) &a(s) w$Vx,](x, s) dx ds
+|

&
w, _ |
t
0
a(t&{)(’$&’$
*
) x d{& dx
&’$
* |
t
0
|

&
[w$Vx,+(w&w*) t] _ |
s
0
a(s&{) { d{& (x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|

&
[w$Vt,+w,t] _ |
s
0
a(s&{)(’$&’$
*
) x d{& (x, s) dx ds
+|
t
0
|

&
w,R(x, s) dx ds, (5.7)
where
b#w(V ) /$(V ), w
*
#w(0).
We make estimates for the terms appearing in (5.7). We start with the
second term on the LHS:
A#{12 cw$,2+b$,+
1
2
cb$2= V!
=
w
2c {
b$
w
(c+,)2+\c2 w$w &
b$
w+ ,2= V! . (5.8)
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Note that we have the following relations:
|w$(v)|{
C |/"(v)|, v # [0, v&],
(5.9)
C
|/"(v)|
c2&/$(v)
, v # [v+, 0],
b$
w
=/"+\w$w+ /$={
0, v # [0, v&],
(5.10)
\c
2+/$
c2&/$+ /", v # [v+, 0],
c2
w$
w
&
b$
w
={&
c2
/$
/", v # [0, v&],
(5.11)
/", v # [v+, 0].
Combining these observations with V!<0, we have the following estimate
for A:
AK |/$(V )! | ,2, (5.12)
where K is a positive constant. We denote by I11 through I16 the third term
through the eighth term on the RHS of (5.7) and estimate them in the
order. We use the following estimates on the weight function w:
w$(V )2
|/"(V )|
CH, |w$(V)|C($H )12
(5.13)
I11: &(t)&2+C: &o&2.
Using the second estimate in (5.3), we have the following estimate for I12 :
I12C$($H)12 |
t
0
|a(s)| &o& &(,, )(s)& ds+C |
t
0
|a$(s)| &o& &(s)& ds
: _(,, )(t)_2+C:(1+$3H ) &o &2.
I13C$ &,(t)& |
t
0
|a(t&{)| &x({)& d{
C$ &,(t)& \ |
t
0
|a(t&{)| d{+
12
\ |
t
0
|a(t&{)| 2x d{+
12
: &,(t)&2+C: $2 |
t
0
&x(s)&2 ds.
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The estimate for I14 is most crucial. Using (5.13) and (2.7), we see
I14|
t
0
|

& }
w$2
/"
V! }
12
|/"V!,2| 12 {} |
s
0
a(s&{) { d{ }= (x, s) dx ds
+C$($H )12 |
t
0
&t& "|
s
0
a(s&{) {" d{ ds
C$($H )12 { |
t
0
|

&
|/$(V )! | ,2(x, s) dx ds+Qa[t](t)=
+:Qa[t](t)+C: $3H |
t
0
&t(s)&2 ds.
I15C$($H )12 |
t
0 \ |

&
|/$(V )! | ,2 dx+
12
\ |
s
0
|a(s&{)| &x& d{+ ds
+C$ |
t
0
&,t(s)& \ |
s
0
|a(s&{)| &x& d{+ ds
: |
s
0
|/$(V )! | ,2(x, s) dx ds+C:$(1+$2H ) |
t
0
[&,t(s)&2+&x(s)&2] ds.
I16C |
t
0
sup
x # R
|,| &x(s)&2 dsCE(t)12 F(t).
Using these estimates, we obtain (5.1).
Second Step. In this step we construct the following energy estimate for
j=0, 1, 2:
_ jx,x(t)_
2+_ jxx(t)_
2+Qa[ jx xt](t)
C(& jx,ox &
2+& jxox &
2)+O(E(t)12+$)[E(t)+F(t)]. (5.14)
For this purpose, first we rewite (4.4) as follows:
,t=/$*x+a(t) ’$*ox+|
t
0
a(t&{) ’$
*
x{ d{
+_(x+V)&_(V )&_$*x
+|
t
0
a$(t&{)(’(x+V )&’(V )&’$*x) d{, (5.15)
where _$
*
#_$(0) and /$
*
#/$(0). We differentiate (5.15) with respect to x
and obtain
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,xt=/$*xx+a(t) ’$*oxx+|
t
0
a(t&{) ’$
*
xx{ d{
+[_$(x+V )&_$*] xx+|
t
0
a$(t&{)(’$(x+V )&’$*) xx d{
+(_$(x+V )&_$(V)) Vx
+|
t
0
a$(t&{)(’$(x+V )&’$(V)) Vx d{. (5.16)
Applying  jx ( j=0, 1, 2) to the above relation, we have
 jx,xt=/$* 
j
x xx+a(t) ’$* 
j
x oxx+|
t
0
a(t&{) ’$
*
 jx xx{ d{
+[_$(x+V)&_$*] 
j
x xx
+|
t
0
a$(t&{)(’$(x+V)&’$*) 
j
x xx d{+Rj (x, t),
where
Rj (x, t)=[ jx , (_$(x+V)&_$*)] xx
+|
t
0
a(t&{)[ jx , (’$(x+V)&’$*)] x{ d{
+ jx ((_$(x+V)&_$(V)) Vx)
+|
t
0
a$(t&{)  jx ((’$(x+V)&’$(V)) Vx) d{
and in Rj
[ jx , a] f # jx (af )&a  jx f
is the commutator. Multiply (5.17) by  jx ,x ( j=0, 1, 2) and integrate over
x and t. Using the first equation of (4.4), we see
1
2 |

&
[( jx ,x)
2+/$
*
( jx x)
2](x, t) dx
+’$
* |
t
0
|

&
( jx xt) _|
s
0
a(s&{)( jx x{) d{& (x, s) dx ds
= 12 |

&
[( jx ,x)
2+/$
*
( jx x)
2](x, 0) dx
+’$
* |
t
0
|

&
a(s)  jx ,x 
j
x oxx (x, s) dx ds
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+|
t
0
|

&
 jx ,x [_$(x+V)&_$*] 
j
xxx (x, s) dx ds
+|
t
0
|

&
 jx,x _|
s
0
a$(s&{)(’(x+V)&’$*) 
j
x xx d{& (x, s) dx ds
+|
t
0
|

&
( jx,x) Rj (x, s) dx ds (5.18)
Denote by I21 through I24 the second through the fifth terms on the RHS
of the above relation. We have the following estimates for these terms:
I21=&’$* |
t
0
|

&
a(s)  jx xt 
j
x ox (x, s) dx ds
=&_’$* |

&
a(s)  jx x 
j
x ox)(x, s) dx&
s=t
s=0
+’$
* |
t
0
|

&
a$(s)  jx x 
j
x ox (x, s) dx ds
: _ jx x(t)_
2+C:& jx ox&
2.
I22=&|
t
0
|

&
 jx xt [_$(x+V)&_$*] 
j
x x (x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|

&
 jx ,x_$(x+V)x 
j
x x (x, s) dx ds
=&12 _|

&
 jx x [_$(x+V)&_$*] 
j
x x(x, s) dx&
s=t
s=0
+12 |
t
0
|

&
 jx x_$(x+V)t 
j
x x (x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|

&
 jx ,x_$(x+V)x 
j
x x (x, s) dx ds
C& jx ox&
2+O(E(t)12+$)[E(t)+F (t)].
I23=&|
t
0
|

&
( jx xt) _|
s
0
a$(s&{)(’$(x+V)&’$*) 
j
x x d{& (x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|

&
( jx ,x) _|
s
0
a$(s&{) ’$(x+V)x  jx x) d{& (x, s) dx ds
=&|

&
( jx x) _|
t
0
a$(t&{)(’$(x+V)&’$*) 
j
x x d{& (x, t) dx
+|
t
0
|

&
( jx x) a$(0)(’$(x+V)&’$*) 
j
x x (x, s) dx ds
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+|
t
0
|

&
( jx x) |
s
0
a"(s&{)(’$(x+V)&’$*) 
j
x x d{](x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|

&
( jx ,x) _|
s
0
a$(s&{) ’$(x+V)x  jx x) d{& (x, s) dx ds
O(E(t)12+$)[E(t)+F (t)].
I24O(E(t)12+$) F (t).
Combining the above estimates, we have (5.14).
Third Step. We shall obtain the following estimates for j=0, 1, 2:
_ jx ,t (t)_
2+_ jx t (t)_
2+Qa[ jx tt](t)
C(&,ox&2j +&ox &
2
j )+O(E(t)
12+$)[E(t)+F (t)]. (5.19)
For this purpose we differentiate (5.15) with respect to t and obtain
,tt=/$*xt+’$* |
t
0
a(t&{) x{{ d{+a$(t) ’$*ox+a(t) ’$*,oxx
+(_$(x+V)&_$*) xt+(_$(x+V)&_$(V)) Vt
+a$(0)(’(x+V)&’(V)&’$*x)
+|
t
0
a"(t&{)(’(x+V)&’(V)&’$*x) d{, (5.20)
Apply  jx ( j=0, 1, 2) to the above relation, multiply by 
j
x ,t ( j=0, 1, 2),
and integrate over x and t. Using the first equation of (4.4), we see
1
2 |

&
[( jx ,t)
2+/$
*
( jx t)
2](x, t) dx
+’$
* |
t
0
|

&
( jx tt) _|
s
0
a(s&{)( jx {{) d{&(x, s) dx ds
=12 |

&
[( jx ,t)
2+/$
*
( jx t)
2](x, 0) dx
+’$
* |
t
0
|

&
( jx ,t)[a$(s) ox+a(s) ,oxx](x, s) dx ds
+|
t
0
|

&
( jx ,t)(_$(x+V)&_$*) 
j
x xt(x, s) dx ds
+|
t
0
|

&
’$( jx ,t) Sj (x, s) dx ds, (5.21)
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where
Sj (x, t)=[ jx , (_$(x+V)&_$*)] xt+
j
x[(_$(x+V)&_$(V)) Vt]
+a$(0)  jx(’(x+V)&’(V)&’$*x)
+|
t
0
a"(t&{)  jx(’(x+V)&’(V)&’$*x) d{.
Making the similar estimate to the Second Step, we have (5.19).
Fourth Step. Adding (5.1), (5.14), and (5.19), we obtain
E(t)+|
t
0
|

&
|/$(V)! | ,2(x, s) dx ds+Qa[t](t)
+ :
2
j=0
[Qa[ jx tt](t)+Qa[
j
x xt](t)]CEo+O(E(t)
12+$) F (t).
(5.22)
Therefore, (2.8) and the relation t=,x imply
E(t)+|
t
0
[&t(s)&22+&,x(s)&
2
2] dsCEo+O(E(t)
12+$) F (t). (5.23)
We still need to create t0 &
j
x x(s)&
2 ds and t0 &
j
x ,t(s)&
2 ds ( j=0, 1, 2)
in order to complete the energy method. To create t0 & jx x(s)&2 ds we
again use (5.15). We apply  jx ( j=0, 1, 2) to (5.15), multiply by 
j
x x , and
integrate over x and t. Using (2.7) and the following identity
|
t
0
|

&
( jx x)(
j
x ,t)(x, s) dx ds
=_|

&
( jx x)(
j
x ,)(x, s) dx&
s=t
s=0
+|
t
0
& jx t(s)&
2 ds,
we obtain
|
t
0
& jx x(s)&2 ds
C(& jx ox&2+& jx ,o&2+& jx x&2+& jx ,&2)
+C |
t
0
& jx t&2 ds+CQa[ jx xt](t)+O(E(t)12+$) F (t). (5.24)
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To create t0 &
j
x ,t(s)&
2 ds, we apply  jx ( j=0, 1, 2) to (5.15) and square
it. This implies
|
t
0
& jx ,t(s)&2(x, s) dx dsC& jx ox&2+C |
t
0
& jx x&2 ds
+CQa[ jx xt](t)+O(E(t)
12+$) F (t). (5.25)
Fifth Step. Combining (5.23), (5.24), and (5.25), we see that as far as
$H$2 , we have
E(t)+F (t)+|
t
0
|

&
|/$(V)! | ,2(x, s) dx ds
CEo+O(E(t)12+$)(E(t)+F (t)).
Therefore, there exist positive constants $1* and =1* such that if $$1*,
$H$2 , and E(t)=1*, we have the a priori estimate
E(t)+F (t)+|
t
0
|

&
|/$(V)! | ,2(x, s) dx dsCEo . (5.26)
Sixth Step. Once the existence of local solutions and the corresponding
a priori estimate are established, we can apply the standard continuation
argument such as in [9] and obtain a unique global solution satisfying
(4.9)(4.11). This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1.
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